Jack Smith
This is Jack Smith. Mr. Smith is wearing a black jacket and a white and black shirt. Also in addition to his jacket he is wearing a pair of black pants with black shoes.

Better: Jack Smith
Simple Elegant and Clean. Jack Smith is 16 years old and a member of the Birdwatchers 4-H Club. Mr. Smith is sporting a custom tailored black wool jacket with welt pockets. The cotton/polyester blend white and back shirt from VanHusen makes the look really sharp. Mr. Smith is wearing a lovely pair of black washable dress pants with a black belt accented in silver tones. To make the look complete he is wearing black Bass dress shoes. This is a great look for going to church, special occasions, a job interview and perhaps picking up some special lady for a date.

Bobby Carter
Bobby is wearing a pullover shirt and jeans. He is also wearing his cowboy boots and hat. Looking good Bobby!

Better: Bobby Carter
Bobby is nine years old and a member of the Riding Far 4-H Club. He has chosen to be both comfortable and stylish wearing one of his favorite outfit. He is wearing a blue striped, three buttoned pullover collared shirt. His shirt is tucked into his Levi Straus faded jeans. Bobby is showcasing his black belt with his 4-H Horse belt buckle. A cowboy isn’t complete without his black cowboy boots and his stylish fitted black cowboy hat. The outfit is made out of 100% cotton, so it all can be thrown into the washing machine when the dust settles after a ride. This cowboy is ready for a boot-stompin’ good time!
SAMPLE OF COMMENTARY

Susan Scott
Susan is wearing a multi-colored skirt. Her shirt matches the colors of her skirt. She is wearing sandals and a necklace. This will be a useful outfit in the springtime when the days are getting warmer.

Better: Susan Scott
Susan is 12 years old and a member of the Lucky Clover 4-H Club. Susan makes a pretty picture in this 100% polyester ankle length skirt of silver stars on a blue background. This skirt is free flowing, comfortable and versatile. It can be topped in a variety of blouse, sweater, or shell choices. Susan has chosen this cute shimmering blue blouse with its silver buttons. The shirt has a wide collar and mid-length sleeves making it great to wear in the cool spring and early fall. Her silver shoulder bag and her silver platform heel sandals are the right accessories to make a very dressy outfit.

Susan is wearing small silver hoops, a matching silver pendant necklace and a dainty twisted silver tennis bracelet.

This is a charming look for church or any special occasion. An extra bonus is that her outfit is easy to take care of (all washable). So watch out because Susan is ready for the warmer spring weather to arrive.